Helical aromatic oligoamides: reliable, readily predictable folding from the combination of rigidified structural motifs.
Factors responsible for the folding of aromatic oligoamides with backbones rigidified by local three-center H-bonds were investigated. The stability of the three-center H-bonds was quantified by the half-lives of amide proton-deuterium exchange reactions, which show that the three-center H-bonds were largely intact at room temperature in the oligomer examined. This result is consistent with our current and previous 2D NMR studies. The overall helical conformation of nonamer 1 was found by variable-temperature NOESY studies to be dynamic. As temperature rose, the end-to-end NOEs rapidly disappeared, while the amide side chain NOEs were still readily detectable, corresponding to the "breath" and stretching of the helix by slightly twisting the local H-bonded rings. Based on the simple repetition of the same structural motif and local conformational preference, undecamer 2 was found to fold into well-defined helical conformation. The predictability of the folding of these backbone-rigidified aromatic oligoamides was demonstrated by a simple modeling method using structural parameters from oligomers with known crystal structures. The reliability and generality of the modeling methods were shown by the excellent agreement between the modeled structures corresponding to 1 and 2 and data from NOESY studies.